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Welcome to Cascais!
Welcome to our first issue of “What’s In” - October 2018/March
2019 -, a magazine that is free for you to read, appreciate and
take home as a special souvenir of your visit.
As president of Cascais Tourism Board, I represent a dedicated
group of professionals who work every day in order to provide
experiences and long lasting memories to all our visitors.
Cascais is more than just a 650 year old historic village on the
Atlantic. We are located a few minutes distance from Portugal’s
capital, Lisbon, world-renowned Sintra and Cabo da Roca, the
most western point of Continental Europe.
Cascais is where people are friendly and willing to help visitors,
where nature meets human creativeness and leisure is hand in
hand with entrepreneurship, all existing together under the
Sun.
It’s a way of life.
So, with this new magazine we want to show you what it is like
to be part of these daily experiences.

Direção Editorial/Editorial Direction:
Frederico Duarte Carvalho
Direcção Fotográfica/Photography
Direction:
Luís de Barros
Produção/Production:
Nextpower
geral@nextpower.pt
Publicidade/Publicity:
Editorial MIC
www.editorialmic.com
Rua Domingos Sequeira, 270
4050-230 Porto
Portugal
Telefone: (+351) 223 215 315
“What’s In” é uma revista gratuita da
responsabilidade da Associação de Turismo de Cascais
“Whats’ In” is a free magazine made under the responsability of Cascais Tourism
Board

For this first issue we’ll show some of our many selections in
Museums, Gastronomy, Sports, Leisure and also, of our History,
such as the 50th anniversary of the filming of 1969 James Bond
movie, “On Her Majesty’s Secret Service”, and the memories of
World War II spies who lived among us.

CASCAIS VISITORS & CONVENTION
BUREAU
Av. Clotilde, Ed. CCE – 3º C
2765-211 Estoril
Portugal
www.visitcascais.com
Facebook: welcome.cascais.live
Instagram: visit_cascais

All of what we present in this magazine is just an appetiser for
the many secrets we have for you to discover.

Foto da capa/Cover photo:
Larry Ellis Collection/Getty Images

We hope you enjoy your visit to Cascais as much as we enjoy
living here and remember:
One way, leads to another!
N. DL: 446402/18
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VISITING THE

Museum Quarter
The Museum Quarter is a new concept of
Culture in Cascais. It is located within a geographical perimeter and includes several
cultural facilities that maintain their own
identity and represent memory, tradition and
heritage. You can visit, for instance, places
like the Paula Rego House of Stories, a place
that collects a significant part of the graphic
work and the paintings of Paula Rego and
her husband Victor Willing. The building
itself is a piece of architecture designed by
Eduardo Souto Moura, a Pritzker prize-winner. Also, visit the Museum of Sea or Santa
Marta Lighthouse and Condes de Castro
Guimarães museum and historical house.
The list is here for you to choose.

6

ADMISSION ON ALL MUSEUMS:
Tue-Sun, 10h-18h / Closed on Monday
Free admission on the first Sunday of the month

1
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1. The Paula Rego House of Stories
(Casa das Histórias Paula Rego)
Av. da República, 300
2750-475 Cascais
Phone: (+351) 214 826 970
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2. Museum of the Sea - King D. Carlos
(Museu do Mar - Rei D. Carlos)
Closed on Monday and public holidays
Rua Júlio Pereira de Mello
2750-407 Cascais
Phone: (+351) 214 815 950
3. Cascais Cultural Centre (Centro Cultural
de Cascais)
Av. Rei Humberto II de Itália, 16
Phone: (+351) 214 815 660/5
4. Cascais Citadel Palace (Palácio da
Cidadela de Cascais)
Entrance: 4€ | Palace: 2,5€
Av. D. Carlos, Cascais
Phone: (+351) 213 614 660
5. Cascais Town Museum (Museu da Vila)
Paços do Concelho
Praça 5 de Outubro, 9
2754-501 Cascais
Phone: (+351) 214 825 000
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6. Santa Marta Lighthouse Museum (Farol Museu de Santa Marta)
Rua do Farol de Santa Marta
2750-341 Cascais
Phone: (+351) 214 815 329
7. House of Santa Maria - Historical House
(Casa de Santa Maria)
Rua do Farol de Santa Marta
2750-341 Cascais
Phone: (+351) 214 815 329
8. Condes de Castro Guimarães Museum
- Museum and Historical House (Museu
Condes de Castro Guimarães)
Av. Rei Humberto II de Itália,
Phone: (+351) 214 815 304
9. Museum of Portuguese Music - House
Verdades de Faria (Museu da Música
Portuguesa - Casa Verdades de Faria)
Avenida de Sabóia, 1146
Monte Estoril
2765-580 Estoril
Phone: (+351) 214 815 904

10. Centre for Memory of the Exiles (Espaço
Memória dos Exílios)
Av. Marginal, 7152-A, 1º
2765-588 Estoril
Phone: (+351) 214 826 970
11. House of Duarte Pinto Coelho (Casa
Duarte Pinto Coelho)
Av. Rei Humberto II de Itália
2750 Cascais
12. Henrique Sommer House - Municipal
Historial Archive (Casa Henrique Sommer Arquivo Histórico Municipal)
Largo da Assunção
2750-642 Cascais
13. Fort of S. Jorge de Oitavos - Militar
Museum (Forte S. Jorge de Oitavos - Museu
Militar)
Estrada do Guincho
2750-642 Cascais
Phone: (+351) 214 815 950
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EAT &
DRINK
These are some suggestions for places
where you can have a great meal at
Cascais. Our associates work hard to
serve the customer with a meal or drink
that can make your visit to Cascais an
unforgettable experience… for a good
reason!
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BEIRA-MAR
Specialties fish and seafood
Phone: (+351) 214 827 380
www.restaurantebeiramar.pt
CHOUPANA GORDINNI
International and Mediterranean food
Phone: (+351) 214 664 123
www.choupanagordinni.com
CONVERSAS NA GANDARINHA
Mediterranean food
Phone: (+351) 214 866 402
www.conversasnagandarinha.com
CORAL A SUSHI CONCEPT
Sushi restaurant
Phone: (+351) 214 820 776
www.sushiconcept.pt
DECK BAR

FORA DE PÉ
Fish and seafood
Phone: (+351) 214 830 830
www.foradepe.com
GORDINNI ESTORIL
Italian restaurante
Phone: (+351) 214 672 205
www.gordinniestoril.com
GORDINNI MARINA DE CASCAIS
Italian restaurante
Phone: (+351) 214 214 835 939
www.gordinnimarina.com
HEMINGWAY CASCAIS

MARISCO NA PRAÇA
Specialties fish and seafood
Cell: (+351) 916 702 750
www.marisconapraca.com
MOULES & GIN
Specialising in mussels and gin
Phone: (+351) 214 867 604
www.moules.pt
O PESCADOR
Fresh Fish and Seafood
Phone: (+351) 214 832 054
www.restaurantepescador.com
PALM TREE

Restaurant, cocktailbar and tea house
Cell (+3519 916 224 452
www.hemingwaycascais.com

Restaurant & Disco
Phone (+351) 214 830 807
www.palmtree.pt

MAR DO INFERNO

POLVO VADIO

Traditional Portuguese cuisine
Phone: (+351) 214 680 366
Reserves: reservas@deckbar.pt
www.deckbar.pt

Fish and seafood
Phone: (+351) 214 832 218
www.mardoinferno.pt

Octopus and handmade beer
Phone: (+351) 919 696 701
www.polvovadio.pt

DONA FLOR CAFÉ - CASCAIS

Specialties fish and seafood
Phone: (+351) 214 835 348
www.mariapia.pt

Vegetarian restaurant
Cell: Phone: (+351) 932 962 778
www.donaflorcascais.com
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MARIA PIA

PORTO SANTA MARIA
Specialties fish and seafood
Phone (+351) 214 879 450
www.portosantamaria.com
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REVERSE POOL & BEACH LOUNGE

INCANTO

BAR DUNA DA CRESMINA

International and Mediterranean cuisine
Phone (+351) 211 525 713
www.reversepoolandbeach.com

Peruvian cuisine
Phone: (+351) 211 384 855
www.facebook.com/
incantoperuvianrestaurant

Snacks and Wraps
E-mai: info@dunadacresmina.com
www.dunadacresmina.com

RUBRO CASCAIS
Iberian fusion cuisine
Phone (+351) 210 144 311
www.restauranterubro.com
SUSHI DEL MAR

O PANTANEIRO
Brazilian cuisine
Phone: ( +351) 218 051 191
Reservations: opantaneirocascais@gmail.com

Sushi restaurant
Phone (+351) 910 863 797
Reservations: fa.vasconcelos@sapo.pt
www.sushidelmar.pt

O VIRIATO

SUSHÍSSIMO

PORTO Dl MARE

Japanese and vegetarian restaurant
Phone (+351) 214 834 210
www.sushissimo.pt

Italian cuisine and ice creams
Phone: (+351) 211 918 683
www.portodimarecascais.com

TERTÚLIA DO MONTE

SOUK - MERCADO DO MUNDO

Traditional Portuguese cuisine
Phone (+351) 214 681 508
Reservations: tertuliadomonte@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/TertuliaDoMonte

Worldwide products shop
Cell: (+351) 962 018 570
www.souk.pt

Tradicional Portuguese cuisine
Phone: (+351) 214 868 198
www.restauranteoviriato.pt

FADO
CASCAIS EM FADO
Traditional Portuguese cuisine
Phone: (+351) 211 993 521
www.cascaisemfado.wixsite.com/
cascaisemfado

MERCADO DA VILA
THE VILLAGE MARKET
Opening hours:
Shopping: Monday to Saturday from
6.30am to 8pm
Restaurants: Sunday to Thursday until
12pm/Friday and Saturday until 2am
Florists: From Monday to Saturday from
6.30am to 5pm
Fish and meat pavilions: Close at 3pm
Cascais Selection
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SPORT IN
QUINTA DA
MARINHA GOLF
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All in one
There’s a kangaroo on the loose
in Quinta da Marinha Golf
Club! We are talking about Gary
Nairn, the PGA golf professional
who runs the academy for
private and group lessons at this
exclusive place.
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The Quinta da Marinha Golf is a place where beauty and
sport get together for an all in one. The golf course has 18
holes with 5.870 meters in harmony with nature and big
challenges. It’s a par 71, designed by well-known English–
American golf course architect Robert Trent Jones Senior.
During the round, the player can be surprised with powerful views over the Atlantic Ocean and the Sintra Mountains.
The club guarantees: “In this course you can really see the
style of Robert Trent Jones in the elevated Greens & Tees,
many bunkers in play and, as expected, some water hazards.
Every hole is different, you will have to use all the clubs in
the bag and play with strategy to make a good score”.
It was all these characteristics that attracted Australian
PGA golf professional Gary Nairn to stay here since he first
arrived in 2011 and is responsible for all golf academy operations . After previous experiences at Fairway Club of Palm
Resort in Singapore and Golfschool Ad Wessels, in Netherlands, Gary found in Cascais the perfect match between
sports and way of life. As he plays the round with our reportage team, the smile of Gary doesn’t hide his happiness: “It’s
a great design”, he says about both the architect and nature
work.
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Golf is just one of the sports that make Cascais and Estoril
internationally renowned. You can have tennis, horse riding,
automobilism, sail or surf, but none of them would be complete without the immense green mixed with the blue sky
and sea. Yes, we understand you, Gary.

Some of the holes you won’t
forget at Quinta da Marinha
Golf Course are:
HOLE 3, PAR 4 - It’s one of the most famous holes of the
Portuguese Golf, with view to the Atlantic Ocean, its picture was used for many years to promote “Golf in Portugal”
abroad.
HOLE 4, PAR 3 - Played over a natural ravine to a quite
demanding Green.
HOLE 13, PAR 3 - You play over a big lake to an elevated
green well protected with 4 bunkers.
HOLE 18, A BEAUTIFUL PAR 5 - With two lakes, all shots
have to be well thought to make sure you are not penalized
by the water.
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LIVING IN
A day with the Prince

What better host could we have to show
us Estoril and Cascais during a day?
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We had the honour
of being with a
Prince and member
of the Royal House
of France, CharlesPhilippe d’Orléans.
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Having adopted Cascais as the place
to live after the marriage with Diana,
Duchess of Cadaval, Charles-Philippe
is cousin to Prince Jean, Duke of
Vendôme, the first in the line of succession to the French throne. It was not
difficult for this member of the House
of Orléans to adapt to the Portuguese
way of life: “I even joke with Portuguese friends by remembering them
that the first King of Portugal, Afonso
Henriques, had French origins and the
last Queen, Amelia, was also French”,
Charles-Philippe says.
He considers Cascais as a safe haven
to live. It offers security, has a lively
cultural choice, allows the contemplation of nature and provides great opportunities for sports and gastronomy.
A family can enjoy good international

schools; businessmen have a private
airport in Estoril or the Lisbon International airport. The Portuguese capital
is just a few minutes away and “it’s also
sufficiently far away to relax from the
big city stress”, he explains.
Charles-Philippe, can be found at his
Estoril CROWN Premium Events
office, not far away from Hotel Palácio, where, on the corner, he can buy
magazines, newspapers and have a
sparkling water while catching up with
actuality – Charles-Philippe academic
formation is on Information and Communication and he’s also devoted to
ecological causes, being representative of Prince Albert II of Monaco
Foundation, dedicated to the protection of the environment.

18
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When he’s not travelling outside Portugal or driving South
to the family house in Évora, we can find him, for instance,
as the PR of the Millennium Estoril Open, the ATP World
Tour 250 tennis competition, or organizing a big international event in Cascais. During his tour with us, CharlesPhilippe showed us some “secrets” in Estoril. One of them is
the house where King Carol of Romania used to live while
in exile – The Frenchman is also the author of a book dedicated to kings in exile in Estoril. One of his recommendations for a relaxing walk with a cultural approach is the gardens of Condes de Castro Guimarães Museum. The Prince
is also a regular visitor to The Village Market where he’s a
well-known client by the florists. Finally, for a nice meal with
the best offer on local gastronomy we visited two places: a
more relaxed lunch at Restaurant Páteo do Petisco, at Torre
– you can also find them at the Village Market -, and a dinner
option at Restaurant Porto de Santa Maria, in Guincho, for
an elaborated experience. It was here that we were also surprised with a “secret”: on the restaurant ground level there’s
one of the most exclusive wine cellars in Portugal. It was,
indeed, a “Royal” day. Thanks, Charles-Philippe, and we are
sure Cascais will keep on surprising us!
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If you go eat at
restaurant Porto
de Santa Maria,
ask to see their wine
cellar. It’s a secret
of Cascais.
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SANTINI

An ice-cream Emperor
Eduardo is the face of “Santini”,
the ice-cream shop that was
founded in 1949 at Estoril by his
Italian grandfather Attilio. Today
it’s a National brand with stores
in Lisbon and Porto.
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It was the perfect match. An Italian
and his Spanish wife arrived at Estoril just four years after World War II
ended. The recipe leads to the creation
of “Santini” that soon would be known
as the most famous local ice-cream
shop. And, today, with a presence in
Lisbon and Porto, it’s their grandchild,
Eduardo, who commands the family
business. Eduardo’s grandfather, Attilio Santini, was born in 1907 in Cortina
D’Ampezzo, that cold region on the
North of Italy well known by their winter sports. And also by the ice creams.
Attilio left Italy with the age of 15,
soon after World War I. He first went
to France and then to Spain. It was in
Valencia that he met his wife, Isabel
Catalan Saez, and also a Portuguese
diplomat who challenged the couple to
travel until the end of Europe where he
ended at a sunny beach in Estoril. The
“Portuguese Riviera” was calling for
some good taste after the end of World
War II. So, on August 26th, 1949, the
first “Santini” ice-cream store opened
at Tamariz beach.
The qualities of the Italian knowledge
mixed with the local Portuguese products soon became a must. Some cus-
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tomers were also of exceptional origin because Estoril had
several kings living in exile, like the regent king of Hungary,
the count of Paris, king of Italy, king of Romania and, the
most famous presence in “Santini”, Juan Carlos, future King
of Spain and father of the actual, King Phillippe VI of Spain.
“On those days, the young Juan Carlos of Spain used Attilio Santini’s house to change clothes before going to the
beach”, Eduardo remembers.
Like his grandfather, Eduardo doesn’t look at costs in order to have the best products, he assures us while holding
an old iron cup taken from the memorabilia closet. It’s like
looking to a precious “Holy Grail”. The cup is very similar
to the one that figures on the cover of the Italian magazine
“Epoca” issue of 2 of August 1952, present in all the stores
in the country with the portrait of Princess Maria Beatrice of
Savoy, the youngest daughter of king Humberto II of Italy.
During his grandfather’s days it was hard to find out of season fresh products and Attilio was very limited to flavours
like strawberry, raspberry, peach, chocolate or coffee. It was
a narrow choice. But today, the only limite is Eduardo’s imagination. And many new flavours come from his mind.
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Juan Carlos, king of Spain, was a regular
visitor… and also king Filipe VI!
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Today, the visitor no longer finds
the original Santini shop by the
beach at Estoril, but since the 70’s
you can eat the best ice-cream at
the shop in the center of Cascais,
not far away from the train station, at Avenida Valbom. One can
also have his “Santini” ice-cream
at Cascais Bay, S. João do Estoril
and Carcavelos. And, since 2010,
it’s possible to eat your favourite
“Santini” at Chiado, in the center
of Lisbon. Other places in Lisbon
are Mercado da Ribeira, Belém
(Museu dos Coches), Parque das
Nações, anda LACS (Rocha Conde
de Óbidos). In Porto, look for Attilio Santini legacy at Largo dos
Lóios.

Eduardo
started
working
early!
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One of the most
controversial James
Bond movies is
celebrating its
golden anniversary.
“On Her Majesty’s
Secret Service”, with
scenes filmed in
Cascais and Estoril,
is a unique movie
with a unique story.
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HISTORY IN
JAMES BOND’S WEDDING
ANNIVERSARY!

35

Larry Ellis Collection/Getty Images
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Ian Fleming’s hotel registration.
He was here!

36

giving directions by the main entrance
door and José Diogo, the receptionist who delivered the room key to Mr.
Bond.

José Afonso and José Diogo
are still on duty at Hotel Palácio
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The sixth James Bond movie, “On Her
Majesty’s Secret Service” (OHMSS)
was filmed in Switzerland, England,
and Portugal from October 1968 to
May 1969. And now, 50 years later, the
location of the opening scene, Guincho Beach, in Cascais, is on the same
place. Also, at Hotel Palácio, Estoril, we
can still find two staff members who
appeared in the movie: José Afonso,

Hotel Palácio is the same hotel where
visitors can have a drink at “Bar Estoril”, also known as the “Spies Bar” due
to the fact that it was the spot used by
secret agents during World War II.
One of them was Dusko Popov, considered to be the “real” James Bond. On
Popov’s 1974 book of memoirs, “Spy/
Counterspy”, he wrote: “I’m told that
Ian Fleming said he based his character James Bond to some degree on me
and my experiences. As for me, I rather
doubt that a Bond in flesh would have
survived more than forty-eight hours
as an espionage agent”.
Also on this book we can read one particular description of the international
life in Portugal during World War II:
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“The Hotel Palácio and the Estoril Casino nearby were the hub within the
wheel of Lisbon. In 1940, Lisbon was
a very special universe, a tiny enclave
of neutrality where all sides in the war
brushed shoulders. It was filled with
refugees of all descriptions an all nations. Some were wealthy beyond
measure, and they squandered their
money like there was no tomorrow –
as there might not have been. Some
were impoverished to the point where
they would sell anything, which usually meant themselves. In addition to

World War II spy Dusko Popov was
the real James Bond
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the refugees, Lisbon was crowded with
businessmen, various international officials, and agents and spies of all natures, including a number of would-be
and freelance ones. And if you weren’t
a spy, you were frequently suspected of
being one anyway”. It’s in this environment that, one night on August 1941,
Dusko Popov had a defying episode at
Estoril Casino with “an insignificantlooking but wealthy Lithuanian named
Bloch, who attempted to compensate
for his tiny stature by arrogant play”.
Boch was playing baccarat announcing “Banque Ouvert”, which meant
that he was willing to cover all bets.
Popov knew Ian Fleming – then working for British Naval Intelligence Division - had been following him since he
left Hotel Palácio because the double
agent was carrying a large amount of
money belonging to the British –it was
part of an ingenious scheme called

José Afonso waits for you
at the hotel entrance

José Diogo shows the key he delivered
to James Bond during the filmings at
Hotel Palácio
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“Midas” in order to pay German spies
in London with money originated from
Berlin and then delivered to the British Secret Services. So Popov took a
large sum from his suit pocket and
placed in front of the Lithuanian who
had no way of banking that amount.
The Casino wouldn’t either bank it, so
Popov got the money back and said to
the croupier: “I trust you’ll call this to
the attention of the management and
that in the future such irresponsible
play will be prohibited. It is a disgrace
and an annoyance to serious players”.
About eleven years later, in 1952, this
bold move of the double agent, with
playboy fame, inspired Ian Fleming
while writing “Casino Royale”, James
Bond first adventure which was written at his summer house in Jamaica,
“GoldenEye”.
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Between real life and fiction, what
makes OHMSS so special today are
also some behind the scenes episodes.
After five films, this would be the first
without Sean Connery as main actor.
The director was also a newcomer, Peter Hunt, who had been film editor and
second unit director on the previous
works. The producers were the same,
Albert R. Broccoli and Harry Saltzman,
but this time they decided to be more
faithful to the original novel – written
in 1963, OHMSS was the first Bond
novel published after “Dr. No” initiated
the cinema series in 1962.

George Lezenby was the new Bond,
James Bond. He had never acted in
front of a camera. Lezenby used to
sell cars in Australia before traveling
to London in order to regain the love
of a woman. The Australian then became a fashion model with some success among other women. When he
was told about a casting for the new
Bond, Lezenby got Sean Connery´s
suit at his tailor and literally sneaked
his way into the audition. The moment
he realized that he would get the role,
the model decided to confess to the director Peter Hunt that he’d never acted

42
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on his life. Amazed, Hunt stared at him
and exclaimed: “What? You say you’ve
never acted in your life? Stick to your
story and I’ll make you the next James
Bond. You’ve just fooled two of the
most ruthless men I’ve ever met on my
life”, he completed refereeing to the
producers Albert Broccoli and Harry
Saltzman. And later, at the Guincho
Beach opening scene, Lezenby jokes
with a veiled allusion to Sean Connery
with a phrase that became an icon for
the movie: “This never happened to
the other fella”.
Diana Rigg was the “Bond Girl”. She
was then famous for her role as Emma
Peel in “The Avengers” and was there
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in order to provide a balance between
a male model and a classical actress.
But George Lezanby was a very “difficult” actor to work with. Although,
this had nothing to do with his performance skills – actually, George had
always acted since he started selling
cars in Australia. It was just personality clashes. This movie is also famous
for being the one where James Bond
gets married. A first filming of the marriage with “Tracy” (Diana Rigg) was
made at the Hotel Palácio garden but
stayed out of the final edition. Instead,
Peter Hunt used other shots filmed
on a farm at Azambuja. James Bond
engagement’s ring was bought at a
jewel shop at Rossio, in the centre of
Lisbon. The union between Bond and
Tracy ended abruptly because she’s
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killed in the end of the movie (sorry
for the spoiler, but we thought that,
by now, you should already know it),
which makes James Bond the most
wanted widow for the rest of the series. This was the first and last time
George Lezenby played James Bond.
The next movie, 1971’s “Diamonds are
Forever”, got Sean Connery back for
one last Bond before Roger Moore
took the main role on the 1973 “Live
and Let Die”. For all this, OHMSS is
much more than just a Bond, is also a
“golden” movie of his own.
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WE WENT LOCAL
WITH A MICHELIN
STAR CHEF
Miguel Laffan is a Portuguese
Michelin Star chef and was
born in Cascais. He’s now the
chef at “Atlântico” and we went
local with him at “Eduardo das
Conquilhas”
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Look. Smell. Taste. Eat and enjoy. It’s
“Miguel Laffan at Atlântico”. The Portuguese Michelin Star chef is back
home to where he was born and everything started.
Facing the immense Atlantic Ocean,
Miguel Laffan blends the blue view
with the uniqueness of his cuisine. And
the costumer can have the privilege to
find them both at the InterContinental
in Monte Estoril, Cascais.
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“Cascais has always been on my mind.
It’s a place identified with fish and seafood, but not so much with meat”, says
the Portuguese chef. Eating at “Atlântico” is like being in a theatrical play,
where the customer is not just a member of the audience, but also shares the
stage with the main performers. “It’s
the ‘theatre’ associated with the good
restaurants. It’s that welcome moment,
the table service, the knowledge associated with the food and glamour”, he
adds.
Born in Cascais 40 years ago, Miguel
is the oldest of 12 brothers. He started
working as a waiter at a young age but
soon realized that all the action was in
the kitchen. Miguel then went to work
at “Fortaleza do Guincho” which was
“like going into to the Army. It really
helped me to get some discipline”. It
was also where he first realized what
Michelin Star meant. When that hap-
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pened, Miguel said to himself: “I want
to get that!”. After some experiences
abroad at places like “Le Jardin des
Remparts” and “Le Clous de la Violette”, in France, in 2013 he finally got
his Michelin Star at his Alentejo’s restaurant.

52

And now, being responsible since May
2018 for this new project, he might
be about to repeat the same history
at Monte Estoril, facing the Atlantic,
where he can also benefit from the
catch of the experienced village fishermen and local goods.
The “Atlântico” restaurant is located
in a house that, during the World War
II, belonged to the German diplomat
Botho von Wussow, a friend of Foreign
Minister von Ribbentrop. The location
is also due to fact that Cascais’s international fame is connected with episodes of exiled kings and World War II
spies - like Dusko Popov, the one that
inspired Ian Fleming to create James
Bond. And Miguel Laffan absorbed the
“glamour” of those days. This inspired
his restaurant experiences. Because, in
the end, it’s like he says: “The customer
is the star”.
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And where does a Michelin Star chef
go when he decides to get local in
Cascais? Well, we went with Miguel to
“Eduardo das Conquilhas”, right next
to Parede train station. It’s one of the
safest places to eat seafood with a local touch. Founded by senhor Eduardo
in the 60’s, the restaurant his now run
by his son, Ricardo. These words are
from him: “Seafood is as delicate as are
jewels”. Miguel and Ricardo, either you
meet them at “Atlântico” or “Eduardo
das Conquilhas”, one thing is sure:
your food will be in the hands of very
trusted jewellers.
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#visitcascais
on Instagram
@maria.abreulobo

We publish some of the best Instagram photos taken in Cascais
and Estoril.
Would you also like to see your
Instagram photo published?
Just make a picture while visiting Cascais and Estoril and tag it
on Instagram: #visitcascais.
We’ll choose the best ones and
contact the author.
Have fun while visiting us and
keep up with those great pictures!
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@franciscasays

@tess_euro
@pedrogamaphotos
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@edemcho
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@thebrand_bev

@joaodeheredia

@ccandidacruz
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@sergiovicente17
@gonzocs61
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@rosecs
@filo_magalhaes

@daljine_nas_zovu
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@agnieszkini_

@royvankempen
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Duna da Cresmina Bar,
where the locals go
Between Guincho Beach and the
Cresmina Dune Interpretation Centre
we can find a “secret” place. Quiet, relaxing and with a nice offer on salads
and other healthy goods. Marta Ribeiro is our host at this bar, ideal for those
who choose outdoor activities (sports,
hiking, walking dogs). The place offers
a panoramic view of 180 degrees from
Cabo Raso, Cresmina Beach, Guincho
Beach and the Sintra mountain range.
There, we are also able to observe the
entire dune system of the area while
enjoying a nice drink along with a light
meal. Go there for a talk with a friend
or just to read a book. And they are
also “dog friendly”. The responsibles
for the quality of the place are Marta
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Ribeiro and Henrique Burnay. Outside
the bar there are several walkways that
run through the entire dune system
of Cresmina. The menu and the services offered are conceived for those
who seek natural, healthy, tasty and
appropriate products every season. In
summer, they have cold salads, toasted
bread in Scandinavian bread, natural
juices, but also beers, caipirinhas and
snacks. In winter, besides the salads,
toasts and crepes, and juices, there’s
the hot cocoa and vin-chaud. What
was on the origin of the concept? “We
just thought of a place where we would
like to be everyday”, explains Marta.
And indeed they did it.
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HOUSE IN
It’s a space for memory. The Henrique Sommer House is now the
place for the Historical Municipal
Archive. Where the visitor can find
the Past and prepare for the Future.
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It looks like a white monolith rising in a green garden next to the
Church of Our Lady of Assunção. At the Museum Quarter the visitor
can find a summer house built in 1894 that still holds today the name
of the original owner: Henrique Sommer. He was a descendant of a
German family settled in Portugal. His grandfather was Baron Heinrich von Sommer, linked to the iron trade through Casa Sommer &
Co. Later, Henrique’s name would be known as the “father” of the
cement industry in Portugal. At the death of the businessman, who
left no descendants, the house passed into the possession of multiple
branches of his family. Its last use dates from the 80’s decade when it
accommodated the Centre of Culture and Sport of the Municipality
of Cascais, and later it was abandoned. In 2003, it is acquired by the
City Hall and adapted as a building for the municipal Department
of Culture. Declared a Property of Municipal Interest in 2005, it was
recovered and opened to the public in December 2016, with a project
by the architect Paula Santos.
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Today, Margarida Sequeira, Conceição
Santos and Maria da Luz, are among
others who spend part of their daily
life in this house. They are called “The
Guardians of Memory”. They are the
faces and minds of the historical archives that can be consulted by the
general public at the house library.
Several rooms well protected and fully
equipped can store a quite appreciable quantity of papers of memory in
the foundations of this building. The
visitor will no longer be able to find the
same interior decoration that made the
house a place of choice for his original
owner. But, the new mission of the
house deserves a visit. There, you can
read and even acquire, for instance, a
copy of the book “Cascais – 650 Years”.
And, who knows, find if some member
of your family ever stayed at one of the
historical hotels whose files are now in
this archive. This house has now the
mission to collect, organize, preserve
and share the documentation in its
custody. It’s fundamental for the reconstitution of the past of the municipality. And also for its future. In this
sense, in addition to the management
of documents produced and received
by the City Council in the exercise of
its activity, it is also required to handle
all documents considered of interest
for this purpose, received by purchase,
deposit or donation, as well as the promotion of editions, exhibitions and
conferences related to the collection
or the local history.
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These are just some of the
events that are due to happen
in the months to come.

MILLENNIUM ESTORIL OPEN 2019
In the 2018 edition of the Millennium Estoril Open, João
Sousa became the first Portuguese player to win an ATP
title on home soil by claiming a 6-4, 6-4 victory over American Frances Tiafoe. What’s going to happen in 2019? You’ll
find out from April, 27 until May, 5.
www.millenniumestorilopen.com

CASCAIS IN NUMBERS
68

80%

of our tourists are from
foreign countries

20%

of our habitants are ex-pats

ABOUT

THE ESTORIL CONFERENCES
The Estoril Conferences are back in 2019 for its 6th edition, from 2729 May.This’s a global meeting under one universal theme: Global
Challenges, Local Answers. The E.C. is under the high patronage of
the President of Portugal and, on its last edition, attracted around
four thousand participants, during the three days of the event. Onethird of the participants were young people aged between 16 and 29.
www.estorilconferences.org

104

different nationalities live
in Cascais
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HARLEY DAVIDSON
28TH ANNUAL EUROPEAN HOG RALLY
Cascais will host the 28th Annual European H.O.G. Rally
from 13-16 June, 2019. The European H.O.G. Rally will provide live music, the Custom Bike Show, hospitality bars,
demo rides and a whole lot more. It promises to be one of
the biggest parties of the year...
www.events.harley-davidson.com

EDP COOL JAZZ
This Jazz festival is a tradition of the Cascais Summer. The
2018 edition brought names like David Byrne, Gregory
Porter, Jessie Ware, Van Morrison and Norah Jones. The
2019 edition will be the 16th and it will also keep up with
the quality that we are used to.
www.edpcooljazz.com

LONGINES GLOBAL CHAMPIONS
TOUR OF CASCAIS
The Longines Global Champions Tour
brings together the top show jumpers
in the world to compete in prestigious
locations. In Cascais, it’s one of the
most popular events for riders and fans
and it will be the 14th edition in 2019.
www.globalchampionstour.com
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A letter from
the Mayor
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As Mayor of Cascais I congratulate the
Cascais Tourism Board for this first issue of the What’s In magazine and I
also welcome all our visitors.

with accommodations and international events. Yes, we are used to receive well and provide the most modern and safest services.

At Cascais, we are well aware of the
need to protect the immense heritage. And not only we work every day
for a better Future of those who live
here, but also for those who visit us.
It’s a local tradition to be in contact
with many different nationalities and
provide them a safe and livid place for
vacations, business or just a brief visit.

For those who visit us due to our “Village of Excellence”, with beaches and
good conditions for healthy walks, running and cycling, we work to provide
equipment, security and daily supervision for a clean and agreeable place.

This is a special place where Nature is
always present. On one side we have
the sea while on the other the Sintra
Mountains. So, we must be prepared to
act both in land and sea. This reflects
on our Sports offers but also on the
Gastronomy and Culture.
It’s also a fact that Cascais is good for
business. The presence of a private
airport is attractive for businessmen
either for a short stay or a long visit.
They know that, thanks to our efforts,
they can always rely on our expertise

More recently, it was inaugurated
among us the Nova School of Business
and Economics. We are prepared for
local and international students, people that will learn and change Cascais.
For the best.
Cascais is growing every day and in a
sustainable way.
We like it like that.
Hope you like it too.
Come and find out why we are proud
to be the best place to live a day, a
week or a lifetime.
CARLOS CARREIRAS

Cascais Mayor
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